
Informal Report   
to Mayor and Council
Panhandling Mitigation
City Council Meeting Date: 12-13-2022

ISSUE
On November 30, 2022, Council member Raul Gonzalez requested information regarding the 
City’s response to panhandling.

DISCUSSION
On September 7, 2021, Arlington Police briefed the City Council on the issue of panhandling.  
That presentation summarized relevant City ordinances, data related to 9-1-1 calls to report 
panhandling and strategies the organization had undertaken to address both panhandling 
and homelessness.  

The City’s panhandling enforcement effort is grounded in the Streets Chapter (15.02) which
prohibits solicitation while in street at red light-controlled intersections, but does permit
solicitation from median, curb, sidewalk, and unpaved shoulder.  Adults can also be charged 
for encouraging a child to step in the street while soliciting.  Police Officers must observe an 
individual stepping into the street in order to issue a citation.  Police have found that 
panhandlers are generally aware of this restriction and will often stay out of the street when 
there is a police presence in the area.  

Early in 2021, APD placed a camera at Fielder and I-30 to assist with addressing the 
panhandling issue at that location. That camera remained in place for several months and 
during that time the Arlington Tactical Intelligence Unit (ATIU) assisted by observing 
violations and calling them out to patrol allowing for quicker and more efficient 
enforcement. Cameras were removed due to other priorities as the problem subsided at 
that location.

Individuals who observe people stepping into the street and to accept money from motorists
may call 9-1-1 to report the issue.  Reports of panhandling are classified as a Priority 3 and 
are responded to when higher priority calls are not pending. The graphs below show the
trend of panhandling calls for service (CFS) since 2017. Over that time the trend has shown 
a decrease in CFS while arrest and citations (Figure 2) are similar year over year. The most 
frequent reports of panhandling are at major intersections at I-20 and I-30.  
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Figure 1 - Panhandling Dispatched Calls for Service (CFS) 2017 to 11/2022

Figure 2 - Panhandling Dispatched CFS, Arrests, and Citations

Anecdotal information from APD indicates that not all panhandlers are homeless and 
panhandling often supports drug and alcohol addictions.  Many studies have found that the 
less than 10% of homeless people panhandle. APD has learned that one reason for a 
proliferation of panhandling in Arlington was the generosity of Arlington residents who want 
to help individuals who appear to be either homeless or in dire need of financial assistance.  

Staff has recently begun exploring ways to educate motorists about options for helping 
other than giving money to panhandlers such as donating to the agencies that support the 
homeless population in Arlington.  A cross-departmental team is working to select pilot 
locations for signage that discourages panhandling by suggesting an alternative way to help 
with a web site for the Arlington Homeless Services Provider members 
(www.arlingtontx.gov/homeless).  This website has both resources for the homeless as well 
as a list of the shelters serving the Arlington homeless population.  Staff is determining the 
best way to measure the effectiveness of these signs by collecting benchmark data for 
comparison with data collected after the signs have been in place.  
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In addition to this pilot program, staff is also examining infrastructure design elements that 
can limit panhandling opportunities and additional methods to educate the public and 
business owners that there are better ways to help Arlington’s homeless residents than 
giving to panhandlers.  

The City’s street homeless response work is a combined effort of the APD Homeless 
Outreach Officer and Hands of Hope, a CDBG funded non-profit which works with the 
unsheltered homeless population to connect them with services.  When appropriate, these 
teams are also available to address the needs of homeless panhandlers to encourage them 
to find another path toward supporting themselves and receiving assistance.

The City has two goals in addressing panhandling, educating the public about how to 
effectively help those in need and connecting those in need with resources to assist them in 
obtaining support through means other than panhandling.  Staff will continue to explore 
additional strategies to assist in achieving these goals.    

ACTION
Staff is seeking any input the Council has related to this effort. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Attached: None
Under Separate Cover: None
Available in the City Secretary’s Office: None
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